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Executive Summary
The purpose of this knowlEdge deliverable, D1.3, is to provide insights into the progress of
this research and innovation project. As an interim management report in addition to the
regular reports issued at the end of each reporting period, it features an explanation of the
work carried out by the beneficiaries and overview of the progress, especially concerning
meeting the objectives and generating impacts. The report also contains updates on
exploitation and dissemination and data management, where applicable, and reports on
any deviations from the plan.
This document is based on the knowlEdge project Description of Action and Consortium
Agreement.
It has expected further iterations in the form of the regular reports provided to the funding
authority after the first reporting period (M18) as well as part of the final report (M36).
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Introduction
0.1

knowlEdge Project Overview

The knowlEdge is is a project funded by the H2020 Framework Programme of the
European Commission under Grant Agreement 957331 and conducted from January 2021
until December 2023. The knowlEdge consortium consists of 12 partners from 7 EU
countries, and its solution will be tested and evaluated in 3 manufacturing sectors with a
total budget of circa 6M€. Further information can be found at www.knowlEdge-project.eu
AI is one of the biggest mega-trends towards the 4th industrial revolution. While these
technologies promise business sustainability and product/process quality, it seems that the
ever-changing market demands and the lack of skilled humans, in combination with the
complexity of technologies, raise an urgent need for new suggestions. Suggestions that
will be agile, reusable, distributed, scalable, accountable, secure, standardized and
collaborative.
To break the entry barriers for these technologies and unleash their potential, the
knowlEdge project will develop a new generation of AI methods, systems and data
management infrastructure. This framework will provide means for the secure
management of distributed data and the computational infrastructure to execute the
needed analytic algorithms and redistribute the knowledge towards a knowledge exchange
society. To do so, knowlEdge proposes 6 major innovations in the areas of data
management, data analytics and knowledge management: (i) A set of AI services that
allow the usage of edge deployments as computational and live data infrastructure, an
edge continuous learning execution pipeline; (ii) A digital twin of the shop-floor to test the
AI models; (iii) A data management framework deployed from the edge to the cloud
ensuring data quality, privacy and confidentiality, building a data safe fog continuum; (iv)
Human-AI Collaboration and Domain Knowledge Fusion tools for domain experts to inject
their experience into the system to trigger an automatic discovery of knowledge that allows
the system to adapt automatically to system changes; (v) A set of standardization
mechanisms for the exchange of trained AI-models from one context to another; (vi) A
knowledge marketplace platform to distribute and interchange AI trained models.

0.2

Deliverable Purpose and Scope

The purpose of this knowlEdge deliverable, D1.3, is to provide insights into the progress of
this research and innovation project. As an interim management report in addition to the
regular reports issued at the end of each reporting period, it features an explanation of the
work carried out by the beneficiaries and overview of the progress, especially concerning
meeting the objectives and generating impacts. The report also contains updates on
exploitation and dissemination and data management, where applicable, and reports on
any deviations from the plan.

0.3

Target Audience

The deliverable D1.3 “Technical review (Interim management report)” is primarily written to
inform the funding authority and the appointed external reviewers. It also helps the project
consortium to review and reflect upon the work undertaken up to this point.
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0.4

Deliverable Context

This document is based on the project procedures as defined within the knowlEdge
Description of Action and Consortium Agreement and where necessary extends them in
the operational aspects. However, it is subservient to those documents. It is part of work
package 1 (Project Management).

0.5

Document Status

This document is listed in the Description of Action as “public” since it contains no
confidential information that is intended for project-internal usage only.

0.6

Document Dependencies

This document has no preceding documents. It has expected further iterations in the form
of the regular reports provided to the funding authority at each reporting period (M18,
M36).

0.7

Glossary and Abbreviations

A definition of common terms related to knowlEdge, as well as a list of abbreviations, is
available at www.knowlEdge-project.eu/glossary

0.8


External Annexes and Supporting Documents
None

0.9


Reading Notes
None

0.10

Document Updates

Periodic report after the first reporting period (M18), Final report (M36)
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1 Explanation of the work carried out by the beneficiaries
and Overview of the progress
The project started on 01.01.2021 and the intermediate review period ended on
30.09.2021.
During this period, the work packages active were:


Work Package 1: Project Management (Month1 – Month36), led by VTT



Work Package 2: System Engineering, Specifications and External Collaboration (in
three phases from M1-M33), led by ICE



Work Package 3: Data Integration, Governance, and Quality Management (M4-M32),
led by LINKS



Work Package 4: Data Analysis and knowlEdge (M3-M32), led by BSC



Work Package 5: knowlEdge Management & Marketplace (M5-M30), led by WWU



Work Package 6: Advanced Tech Towards Industrial Adoption (M3-M33), led by
Fraunhofer-FIT



Work Package 7: A 2-Axis DSF (Decision Support Framework) for improved process &
product quality (M5-M30), led by CERTH



Work Package 9: (M7-M36), led by Kautex-Textron



The remaining Work Package (WP8: Applications of the AI Services on the Shop-Floor,
led by VTT) is officially starting in M10.

1.1

Objectives of the project

knowlEdge objectives as described in
section 1.1. of the DoA
Objective 1: Develop an AI-centric software
architecture to support agile manufacturing
scenarios through capture and processing of
data from heterogeneous sources in the
manufacturing environments (WP2)

Work tasks performed in the period M1M9 to achieve the objectives
T2.1 User Need Analysis and Scenario
Definition
Based on a human-centered design
methodology, provides a holistic view of the
scenarios which takes care of the human,
technological and business views.
T2.2 Evolutionary Requirement Engineering
and Innovations
Performs iterative analysis of the requirements
(user, platform and market) at the completion
of each prototype cycle.
T2.3 Market Radar and Technology
Adaptations
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Explores the evolving landscape of AI
technologies related to the industry and
manufacturing sector.
T2.4 Vision, Specifications and System
Architecture
Delivers the architecture, design and
implementation of the KnowlEdge platform,
which will be equipped with core functionalities
for knowlEdge capturing, analytics and
sharing. The architecture will be drawn based
on the concrete system and business
specifications, where the system specifications
cover both functional and technical
specifications.
Objective 2: Simplify the development,
integration and uptake of more smart and
frugal AI techniques (algorithms and models)
that can work with available data to bring
improvements and optimisations in the small
batch or lot-size-one production processes and
products (WP3, 4)

In process: initial framework solution
associated with WP3 available by M12, final
iteration, including contributions by WP4,
available by M32.

Objective 3: Develop a deployment model
capable of distributing data mining and analytic
services across the compute continuum for
reduced data latency and increased
throughout while fulfilling non-functional
properties such as real-time, transparency,
explainability, etc. (WP4)

In process: solution available by M32

Objective 4: Develop an interactive and multisided knowledge marketplace to enable shortand long-term engagements concerning the
provisioning and utilisation of AI applications at
sectorial level (WP5)

In process: initial solution available by M18,
final version available by M30.

Objective 5: Provide efficient and secure
communication, data management and
governance infrastructure to support the
development of collaborative AI applications
that work with humans as well as data from
various sources in the environment (WP3)

T3.1 Data Collection, Integration,
interoperability & Data Models
Enables the data collection from the shop floor.
It will take into consideration equipment and
system protocols for control, communications,
alarms, etc. and feed into the use case
requirements. The system will ensure the
proper support of all the security mechanisms
and policies, as well as anonymization or
aggregation.
T3.3 Real-time Fog Data Retrieval, Access and
Governance
Develops edge data management services to
ensure reliability and availability for both
historical and live data. Historical data will be
managed at the factory premises for
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Objective 6: Develop advanced user-facing
applications and services based on real-world
use-cases from the digital manufacturing
domain to appropriately stress and evaluate
the functional and non-functional properties of
the advance AI applications (WP6, 7)
Objective 7: To demonstrate and evaluate the
knowlEdge framework in proof-of-concept use
cases (WP 8)
Objective 8: Communicate project outcomes
and provide recommendations to
standardisation bodies and open initiatives for
wider awareness and uptake of knowlEdge
outcomes (WP9)

visualization and data mining purposes. For
the live data, an effective queuing mechanism
will be provided for failure-free data
propagation across the nodes at the edge, fog
and the cloud.
In the process: initial solution developed by
M18 with contributions from both WP6 and
WP7, final solutions and frameworks available
by M30 (WP7) and M33 (WP6).

Early discussions in process, implementation
methology available by M12, implementation
on the factory floor and overall evaluation of
maturity by M35.
T9.1 Dissemination Roadmap & Activities
Defines the project’s dissemination strategy,
set up an effective communication plan
documented in D9.1, and execute the plan on
behalf of the consortium. The strategy is
intended to optimize dissemination of project
knowledge and results to scientific and
industrial communities, companies and public
organizations.
T9.2 Business Model Development
Develops business models for the AI
technologies and for the companies using the
innovations.
T9.3 Exploitation Strategy & IPR Management
Defines KnowlEdge post-project exploitation
efforts to support commercialisation and
sustainability aspects. The goal is to ensure
that ideas, concepts and/or insights are
captured and examined in terms of exploitation
potential.
T9.4 Contribution to standardisation activities
Facilitates the acceptance and utilisation by
the market of the developed solutions.
T9.5 Training, Workshops, and Seminars
Organise multiple workshops with the plant’s
representatives to understand the use case
context, choose the appropriate algorithm/AI
models from a proposed list, choose the
appropriate parameters of the decided AI
model, build/run the model and make the
algorithm robust embedding more experts’
rules.
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T9.6 Collaboration with other ICT-38-2020
projects
Addresses the liaison and cooperation
activities with other projects that will contribute
to AI for manufacturing under the ICT-38-2020
topic. The cooperation aims at exploiting
synergies between the projects and increasing
their impact.

Table 1: Objectives
The activities in the work packages are described in detail later, however the progress can
be summarised as follows:

1.2

Summary of the administrative and technical progress

The project consortium met remotely to kick of the project on the 18th, 20th and 29th
January 2021 and included here also the first General Assembly meeting, in order to
maintain the annual frequency of the assembly, as stipulated in the Consortium
Agreement.
Management Team meetings - although according to the Consortium Agreement
stipulated to take place quarterly - are regularly held, with a frequency of about once per
month.
After the required communication procedures and infrastructure were established with
WP1 (producing two deliverables, including the Project Manual and Data Management
Plan), the project started with the identification of the architecture and functional
requirements for the knowlEdge solution in WP2. WP2 first worked on providing an
understanding of the objectives and outcomes of the knowlEdge concept and solution to
the project participants. Moreover, WP2 aligned the project objectives with the
expectations of the industrial partners.
The WP2 issued four deliverables, which provide a market overview of existing needs and
technologies, defined the user needs and use case scenarios, worked out concrete
requirements engineering and knowlEdge innovations, and specified the knowlEdge vision
and system architecture. All of those are subsequently translated into the solutions, which
are developed in the technical work packages (WP3 - 7) and applied in factory settings
(WP8).
As the WP2 consists of three cycles throughout the project duration, the initial versions of
the deliverables produced will be updated to account for learning and adaptations in the
requirements and specifications.
All technical work packages have begun their operations, with WP4 and WP6 starting in
March, WP3 in April, and both WP5 and WP7 in May 2021. The work packages deal with
specific architectural aspects, such as data administration and management, data
analysis, data exchange, and technology solutions, such as decision support, digital twin
and marketplace. The operations of the technical work packages are cross-organisational,
involve all beneficiaries, which contribute to the technology development, and reflect well
the nature of the knowlEdge project.
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The bulk of deliverables of these technical work packages are issued in the middle and
later stages of the knowlEdge project. An exception is the deliverables that define data
governance issues, as they form an important foundation for other technology solutions.
Moreover, other technical packages, such as WP4, have set internal milestones so as to
maintain a certain pace towards the end solution development.
Dissemination and exploitation activities began in WP9 with the start of the project. The
initial project website was launched in April 2021 and the roadmaps for dissemination and
exploitation were developed. Some first publications have gathered interest at
conferences, including a full paper and presentations. Cooperation with other projects,
which have received funding in the same call, has also begun with the establishment of a
cluster for cooperation.
Overall, the twelve deliverables expected in the first nine months of the project were all
submitted at or near the deadline set or within a justifiable delay afterwards. Similarly, the
four milestones were met. No new risks have arisen. The financial aspects of the project
were monitored after six months and approved by the Management Team.

1.3

Summary of the results achieved

All objectives of WP 1 have been met and have resulted in the following outputs:
Expected results / Objectives
 Efficient communication with European
Commission and within the Consortium in
order to reach a good synergy between the
different parties.
 Financial, legal and administrative
management aims to provide necessary
structures for efficient decision-making.
 Quality assurance and risk management
covers identification and continuous
performing of an effective risk
management.

Embodied results
D1.1 Project Manual:
This knowlEdge deliverable, D1.1 “Project manual”,
is a manual for all project procedures and
communications. This document provides the
foundation for the practical work in the project
throughout its duration and will help ensure that all
project partners will follow the same well-defined
procedures and practices. Thus, this deliverable is
an important and mandatory tool to ensure that the
project is delivered on specification, on time, and on
budget. It is meant to be a living document.

D1.2 Data Management Plan :
The purpose of this knowlEdge deliverable, D1.2
Data Management Plan, is the documentation of
the framework used for the management of all the
generated data in the project. Data management
refers to all aspects of creating, storing, delivering,
maintaining, archiving and preserving data.
According to the H2020 Programme Guidelines for
FAIR Data Management in Horizon 2020 the Data
Management Plan should include information on:




the handling of research data during and
after the end of the project
what data will be collected, processed,
generated and published (shared, open
access etc.)
which methodology and standards will be
applied
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how data will be curated and preserved
(including after the end of the project)
how the project aims to deliver a
Trustworthy AI system

D.1.3 Technical review (Interim management
report):
Interim management report for the reviewers,
without the financial part, otherwise required for
management reports issued at the end of reporting
periods. It contains an explanation of the work
carried out by the beneficiaries and an overview of
the progress and any possible deviation from the
plan up until now.
On the technical side: communication

infrastructure, Teams/Sharepoint® for
cooperation on files, e-mail lists, meeting
arrangements

Table 2: Work package 1 results
MS1 Initial project baseline. Means of verification: Availability of deliverables D1.1 and
D1.2.
All objectives of WP 2 have been met and have resulted in the following outputs:
Expected results / Objectives
 Perform scenario thinking for overview and
analysis of the usage of different situations
 Perform state of the art analysis for all
relevant areas
 Definition and systematically elicit and
formalize all stakeholder requirements
(functional and non-functional)
 Explore and update AI –Industry
collaboration potentials
 Design a coherent Reference Architecture
in order to align all technical developments

Embodied results
D2.1 User need specification and scenario
definition [Initial]:
Work done in this knowlEdge deliverable, D2.1, is
to provide insights into the pilot partners’ use cases.
Based on interviews with users of the relevant
context of each use case, this deliverable presents
the results of the user need analysis and further the
defined As-Is-Scenarios as the current state as well
as To-Be-Scenarios about the vision of the state to
be. This deliverable, together with the other work
packages from WP2, thus provides the basis for
developing a platform, with WP2.1 taking
particularly the users’ perspective into account.

D2.2 Evolutionary Requirement Engineering and
Innovations [Initial]:
Work undertaken in this knowlEdge deliverable,
“D2.2, Evolutionary Requirement Engineering and
Innovations” is to present the initial release of
software requirements of the knowlEdge platform
that have been divided into user, platform and
market requirements. The document presents the
methodology used for this purpose and the
conclusions reached at this stage of the project.
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D2.3 Market Radar and Technology
Adaptations[Initial]:
This deliverable documents the results of task
T2.3 Market Radar and Technology Adaptations,
which mainly aims to explore the evolving scene of
AI technologies related to industry and
manufacturing while establishing collaborations
bridges with the AI4EU community. In its first
version, this report does not intend to be a
systematic meta-review of the literature, but offers a
complete overview of the trends identified by the
major relevant industry leads and public
policymakers.

D2.4 Vision, Specifications and System
Architecture [Initial]:
This deliverable is the outcome of T2.4 and
introduces the knowlEdge platform global
architecture. The document divides the architecture
into different dimensions (notably functional, usage,
and implementation) where the variety of (sub)
components are described, their work, their
interaction with other components, which services
are provided to the knowlEdge platform
stakeholders and a first attempt to describe how
they will be deployed in the cloud-edge continuum.

Table 3: Work package 2 results
All objectives of WP 3 have been met and have resulted in the following outputs:
Expected results / Objectives
 Connect and integrate the source of data
 Providing access to the data
 Collect and store data at different levels
ensuring their reliability
 Data quality assessment on the data
collected
 Ensuring privacy and confidentiality on the
distribution of the data in the platform

Embodied results
D3.1 Initial site-wide data collection and
integration toolkit:
The deliverable documents the results as
produced in task 3.1. The document lists the data
models, protocols and planned architecture of the
components to be developed.

Table 4: Work package 3 results
MS3 knowlEdge preliminary requirements, pilot planning and use cases available. Means
of verification: Reports for requirements and available pilot site surveys and audits.
All objectives of WP 9 have been met and have resulted in the following outputs:
Expected results / Objectives
 Define, agree and execute a
comprehensive dissemination strategy and
plan with measurable goals.

Embodied results
D9.1 Dissemination Roadmap & Activities:
This document provides an overview of the
projects’ dissemination roadmap including the
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 Coordinate the dissemination activities so
that the knowledge created in the project
and its results are properly disseminated to
the appropriate target audiences,
periodically reporting on dissemination
goals and outcomes.
 Publish project results in dedicated high
impact journals, provided that all measures
to protect the intellectual property are
taken.
 Develop sustainable business models for
the successful deployment of projects
solutions.
 Provide an exploitation plan to support the
commercialisation and sustainability of the
project's results.

strategy and planning of dissemination and
communication activities.

D9.2 Initial knowlEdge website:
As part of this deliverable, the project website was
developed and social media channels were set up.
The deliverable document also introduces the
context of a good online communication strategy.

D9.5 Exploitation Strategy & IPR Management :
The deliverable defines knowlEdge post-project
exploitation efforts to support commercialization
and sustainability aspects. The goal is to ensure
that ideas, concepts and/or insights are captured
and examined in terms of exploitation potential.

D9.8 Fully-fledged knowlEdge website:
This deliverable constitutes an update to D9.2.
More features were implemented, such as a public
download section for documents.

Table 5: Work package 9 results
MS7 knowlEdge branding,website and social media channels. Means of verification:
Availability of deliverable D9.2.
MS8 Dissemination & Communication Strategy Available. Means of verification: Availability
of deliverables D9.1 and D9.5.
While most technical work packages require input from WP2 and WP3 before
development work can begin, WP4 - WP7 are all operating and are beyond initial
discussion. However, no deliverable of those WPs have been produced. Hence, a more
detailed description has been omitted above.

1.4

Explanation of the work carried per work package

1.4.1 WP 1: Project Management
This work package started at month 1 and it is ongoing. It is led by VTT.
OBJECTIVES
The management work package aims to:


Efficient communication with European Commission and within the Consortium in
order to reach a good synergy between the different parties.



Financial, legal and administrative management aims to provide necessary
structures for efficient decision-making.
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Quality assurance and risk management cover identification and continuous
performing of an effective risk management.

The work package is led by VTT in collaboration with all knowlEdge partners

ACTIVITIES

Task 1.1 Overall Project Management and Reporting - led by VTT
The project management procedures have been designed to support the proper
implementation of the project in a lean, open and supportive manner, considering the
roles and tasks of the participants, the coordinator and the decision making bodies
(General Assembly, Management Team), as defined in the Grant and Consortium
Agreements.
Practically, the task has:
 set up project-related communication tools and platforms and internal project
working space (MS Teams/Sharepoint, variety of e-mail lists).



monitored the milestones and deliverables of the project, follows up progress and
the implementation of the project (see figure 1).



organised appropriate meetings (GA, regular MT meetings): Regular Management
Team meetings, generally once per month, these include work package leaders &
General Assembly meetings: so far the Consortium met remotely for a kick-off
meeting (January 2021). Future meetings may be held on location, depending on
the safety surrounding the COVID-19 situation.



involved the coordinator in technical meetings, where appropriate, such as WP2,
WP8, WP9 meetings



solved incorrect or inappropriate project planning, e.g. changing schedules for
specific deliverables, creating new deliverables for better tracking of project
progress



administered finances and distributed the financial contribution of the European
Commission to the beneficiaries and keeping records of the payments.



reports on the project as stipulated in the Grant Agreement.



created the Consortium Agreement (CA), which regulates the internal organisation
and management of the Consortium as well as the rights and obligations
concerning liabilities, access rights and dispute resolution.



prepared amendments to the Grant Agreement when necessary

With this document the first progress report has been issued, covering at this point the
technical progress. (D1.3)
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Task 1.2 Technical Management - led by ICE
T1.2 has - with ICE as Technical Manager - undertaken the responsibility for coordinating
and monitoring the technical evolution and progress of the KnowlEdge solution, diagnosing
the user needs, understanding evolving market needs and continuously updating the main
goals of the project in order to follow and fulfil the corresponding challenges, while working
on the forefront of technology, leading to new technical solutions and novel ideas.
As part of regular meetings - weekly to biweekly, depending on specific task and issues the technical management has undertaken for proposing technical solutions and finetuning technical and scientific orientations whenever necessary. Moreover, ICE has
developed guiding principles, procedures and systems to ensure coherence and
transparency of distributed activities across the technical tasks.

Task 1.3 Quality and Risk Management - led by VTT
Quality assurance and risk management have been put in place for efficient and
successful project management procedures and implementation. Quality assurance and
risk management have been defined in the Project Manual (D1.1) and advice all
participants in the project to ensure quality assurance and risk management. In general,
risk monitoring is led by the corresponding WP Leads, ensuring that risks are monitored
regularly and reported onwards to the coordinator, Management Team and General
Assembly.

Figure 1: Gantt chart project schedule
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The following quality assurance activities have been put in place:


Quality procedures: Procedures are specified and described in the project
implementation part.



Regular Management Team and General Assembly (GA) meetings follow-up the
overall implementation and performance of the project. The aim is to ensure the
conformity and quality of project deliverables and reports to meet the requirements.
In addition, all task leaders and work package leaders are holding regular meetings
within their area of responsibility.



Risk contingency management: During the project lifetime, there could be
occasions where contingency plans are needed. The risk management process of
the project is based on the risks identified in table 3.2b. The aim is to make sure
that the Consortium manages to fulfil the project objectives and goals on time and
within the budget frame. Project risks will be evaluated constantly and assessed in
the appropriate way during the project.



Risk management process: Identification and classification of the potential risks Evaluation of the probability and occurrence - Examination of possible
consequences - Actions to reduce or control the risk - Documentation (figure 2 for
typical project risk factors)

Timeliness

Budget

Quality

Scope (Quantity)

Figure 2: Project risk factors
Several risks have already been identified within the knowlEdge DOA (Section 1.3.5) and
formally recorded on the EU Sygma system. In addition, it is the duty of the WP Leads to
trigger the continuous identification of risks that are reported in the IMRs, and consolidated
into PPR/Sygma.

Task 1.4 Data Management, Regulations issues & Ethics - led by CERTH
The task provided oversight of the legal, ethical and trustworthy AI requirements for the
knowlEdge platform. The requirements were translated into specific and ongoing
recommendations for the development of the knowlEdge platform and tools that were
integrated into the Data Management Plan (D1.2). This document also compiles all the
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required documentation for the piloting (e.g. informed consents, DPA authorisations if
required).
The main goal of the Data Management Plan is to ensure the highest possible level of
transparency and accountability, as well as to uphold the applicable legal dispositions. The
plan describes data management methods, especially to describe how the data will be
generated, processed, collected, stored and documented. The Data Management Plan
includes also a description of methodology and standards to be followed and what data
sets are exploitable or made accessible for verification and re-use.
Although there is no formal update version in the Description of Action of the project, the
Data Management Plan is to be understood as a living document and, therefore, can be
adapted to evolving requirements.

1.4.2 WP 2: System Engineering, Specifications and External Collaboration
This work package started at month 1 and it is ongoing. It is led by ICE.
OBJECTIVES
The management work package aims to:
 Perform scenario thinking for overview and analysis of the usage of different
situations


Perform state of the art analysis for all relevant areas



Definition and systematically elicit and formalize all stakeholder requirements
(functional and non-functional)



Explore and update AI-Industry collaboration potentials



Design a coherent Reference Architecture in order to align all technical
developments

The work package is led by ICE in collaboration with all knowlEdge partners in the form of
iterative development phases. There are three phases (initial, update, final) through the
duration of the knowlEdge project.

ACTIVITIES

Task 2.1 User Need Analysis and Scenario Definition - led by Fraunhofer-FIT
The task organized user-centered workshops to verify user interest in scenarios and
generate additional ones to meet stakeholders’ needs. Due to the continuing COVID-19
situation, all of these meetings needed to be organized as virtual meetings. The humancentered design methodology, which was utilized here, provided a holistic view of the
scenarios which takes care of the human, technological and business views. After defining
templates and processes for storing and managing user needs, FIT worked together with
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pilot partners to collect their needs. As-Is scenarios were developed by exploring
capabilities and limitations of partners’ tools and technologies. As a continuation, To-Be
scenarios together with the analysis of the user needs were established (figure 3). The
results from this task were documented in deliverable D2.1.

Figure 3: Example scenario as used in the user need analysis (as-is and to-be)

Task 2.2 Evolutionary Requirement Engineering & Innovations - led by ICE
This task performed an analysis of the requirements in terms of user, platform and market.
As with the nature of the entire work package, this is likewise done iteratively,
corresponding to a developmental prototype cycle. The requirements engineering
processes encompassed also requirements set by other technical work packages and in
particular the knowledge project’s industrial partners, making it very much a collaborative
effort.
Needed insights were gained through conducting virtual meetings and workshops. The
lessons learned form sets of new and/or updated requirements for the subsequent work
packages in which the knowledge solutions are developed. Therefore, they give guidance
and boundaries for work package and task leads. The results from this task are
documented in deliverable D2.2 and updated in future iterations.

Task 2.3 Market Radar & Technology Adaptations - led by UPC
This task explored the evolving landscape of AI technologies related with the industry and
manufacturing sector whilst also building on different activities carried out within AI4EU
with respect to manufacturing, of which knowlEdge can benefit from.
The task involved spotting the technologies widely used in the sector as well as identify
emerging trends in AI that can have potential impact in the industry sector. This was done
through systematic meta-review of existing publications and reports.
Insights from this technology radar are deployed and updated during the project lifetime
and are also shared through to the AI4EU community to escalate its impact and
incorporate feedback from the community experts. This is in particular important to
address the adoption barriers for AI in manufacturing.
The results from this task are documented in deliverable D2.3.
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Task 2.4 Vision, Specifications and System Architecture - led by ICE
This task delivered the architecture, design and implementation of the KnowlEdge
platform, which will be equipped with core functionalities for knowlEdge capturing,
analytics and sharing. The architecture is based on concrete system and business
specifications, where the system specifications cover both functional and technical
specifications. It follows the logic of architecture reference models (figure 4).
The architecture comprises an integrated toolset (in a micro-service approach) to facilitate
and stimulate multi-stakeholder co-creation and collaborations evident in manufacturing
activities. To this end, the platform architecture facilitates also the access and distribution
of knowlEdge across various components while preserving the security, privacy and
quality constraints associated with synchronous and asynchronous collaborations. The
results from this task are documented in deliverable D2.4 and will be updated iteratively.

Figure 4: Reference model as used in the system architecture development
(IIRA reference architecture - https://www.iiconsortium.org/IIRA.htm)

1.4.3 WP 3: Data Integration, Governance, and Quality Management
This work package started in month 4 and it is ongoing. It is led by LINKS.
OBJECTIVES
The main objective of this WP is to implement structures for data integration and
management. The resulting work will address the following objectives:


Connect and integrate the source of data
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Providing access to the data



Collect and store data at different levels ensuring their reliability



Data quality assessment on the data collected

Ensuring privacy and confidentiality on the distribution of the data in the platform
The final modules implemented in this WP will be integrated into the platform at the edge
and cloud level.

ACTIVITIES

Task 3.1 Data Collection, Integration, interoperability & Data Models led by
Nextworks
This task focused on the process of enabling the data collection from the shop-floor. It took
into consideration equipment and system protocols for control, communications, etc. and
included this information into the use case requirements for the industry settings and the
system architecture. This ensures interoperability of all subsystems and parts of the
knowlEdge solutions concerned (figure 5).
The task, thus, acts as a mediator between the different system components. The data
architecture takes into account the properties and features of all the diverse
communication endpoints. This also considers heterogeneous data (i.e. temperature,
pressure, images, video etc.), which could come from the factory settings, and which
needs to be processed for further utilisation. In addition, the architecture is capable of
interoperating in real-time.
The results of this task were documented in the deliverable D3.1. The content of this
deliverable will undergo an update in the future.

Figure 5: Approach to knowlEdge data management
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Task 3.2 Data Refinement and Quality led by LINKS
The task provides the structure, the modules and algorithms aimed to ensure data quality.
The focus on quality improves the accuracy of the knowlEdge solutions, resulting also in
better products and processes of all applications involved. The task also includes privacy
and confidentiality issues of data. The task is ongoing and has not produced deliverables
yet, but has contributed to the overall architecture of the knowlEdge platform.

Task 3.3 Real-time Fog Data Retrieval, Access and Governance led by FIT
The task develops services for data management in order to fulfil the architectural setup
through the computing continuum. In particular, the task focuses on the availability and
reliability of historical and real-time data. The approach aims to produce a low impact in
terms of processing needs, storage requirements and latency. The task is ongoing and
has not produced deliverables yet, but has contributed to the overall architecture of the
knowlEdge platform.

1.4.4 WP 4: Data Analysis and knowlEdge Generation
This work package started at month 3 and it is ongoing. It is led by BSC.
OBJECTIVES
The main objective of this WP is to provide structures for automated process data analysis
and machine learning models.

The resulting work will address the following objectives:


Set data-preprocessing techniques in order to: (a) discover hidden insights and (b)
form the data properly for analysis with machine learning techniques



Provide an automated data processing environment



Provide a multi-scale dynamic environment for autonomous learning and retraining
of the AI models



Develop a pipeline for maximizing the performance of optimization methods



Provide a pipeline for proper execution and evaluation of learned AI models

ACTIVITIES

Task 4.1 (Semi-)Automatic Knowledge Discovery for AI Model Generation led
by WWU and FIT
The task develops exploitable insights from heterogeneous data sources in order to use
those by complex data analyses and machine learning approaches. This involves, for
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example, discovering associations, motifs, discords, salient patterns and data clusters
within data, but also labelling efforts and behavioural patterns.
The task is ongoing and has not produced any deliverables yet, but has contributed to the
overall architecture of the knowlEdge platform.

Task 4.2 Generalized Automated Learning for Industrial Environments led by
BSC
The task focuses on automatic learning within the AI knowlEdge solutions. This involves,
for example, predictive maintenance, machine configuration optimization and other
repeating tasks for a variety of industrial environments, both in terms of producing and
training such algorithms, and also evaluating them against each other.
The task is ongoing and has not produced any deliverables yet, but has contributed to the
overall architecture of the knowlEdge platform.

Task 4.3 AI Model Bootstrapping through Distributed Learning and Big Data
led by BSC
The task ensures that the machine learning processes run in an efficient way, whether in a
cloud or high performance local environment. Energy efficiency, scalability and machine
learning processes are among the needs to be analysed. As an impact for management,
the task produces best practices for deployment of machine learning processes.
The task is ongoing and has not produced any deliverables yet.

Task 4.4 Edge AI Learning Pipeline Orchestration led by LINKS
The task ensures that the AI models can be actually made available for industrial
applications and be productive. It involves orchestrating the execution and evaluation of
the trained AI models in an intelligent and flexible manner, so that the results serve as
feedback for a subsequent training. This must be done to allow for a retraining using most
recent data before the model can be redeployed in production. In addition, the
orchestration techniques allow the models to be monitored at the edge.
The task is ongoing and has not produced any deliverables yet, but has contributed to the
overall architecture of the knowlEdge platform.
Given that all deliverables of WP4 are to be produced at the end of the work package, the
work package leadership has implemented internal milestones to monitor the progress of
the tasks.

1.4.5 WP 5: KnowlEdge Management & Marketplace
This work package started in month 5 and it is ongoing. It is led by WWU.
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OBJECTIVES
This WP will deal with the research and development of a distributed infrastructure and
technical means in order to ensure (i) the adequate availability of computing resources and
(ii) efficient management and access of information and knowledge (machine learning
models). The resulting work will address the following objectives:



Connection and integration of higher-level information (machine learning/analytical
models)



Development of an open standard for the description of information/knowledge



Efficient entity-based and functional access to the stored information/knowledge



Creation of a decentralized marketplace platform where algorithm producers and
“customers” can exchange models and algorithms

ACTIVITIES

Task 5.1 AI model Description led by WWU
The task involves a specification for the description of the AI models developed as part of
the knowlEdge solutions using markup languages. This simplifies the deployment of the
models, aiming to standardize in order to increase the usability of the models.
The task is ongoing and has not produced any deliverables yet, but has contributed to the
overall architecture of the knowlEdge platform.

Task 5.2 KnowlEdge Repository led by WWU
The task establishes a repository to make available the access to the knowlEdge machine
learning models. The repository utilizes advanced data management techniques to
account for the data demands encountered in real-time applications. In addition, the
repository includes database management functionalities based on content-access and
multi-scale criteria, thereby greatly increasing the efficiency of accessing and utilizing the
knowlEdge models.
The task is ongoing and has not produced any deliverables yet, but has contributed to the
overall architecture of the knowlEdge platform.

Task 5.3 KnowlEdge Marketplace led by CERTH
An important objective is to establish a marketplace for exchanging knowlEdge solutions
and supporting the rapid adoption of AI solutions in the industry (figure 6). The task
develops a platform where the participants can connect and directly make transactions
using the trained and proven AI algorithms.
The knowlEdge marketplace enables building and maintaining relationships among users,
producers and customers of AI models as well as searching effectively for suitable
solutions. Moreover, the marketplace also permits reviewing and rating to make informed
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decisions and notifications to keeps users updated about key activities on marketplace
developments, key product or order processes.
The task is ongoing and has not produced any deliverables yet, but has contributed to the
overall architecture of the knowlEdge platform.

Figure 6: knowlEdge Marketplace Architecture

1.4.6 WP 6: Advanced Tech Towards Industrial Adoption
This work package started at month 3 and it is ongoing. It is led by Fraunhofer-FIT.
OBJECTIVES
The main objective of this WP is:



To design a Digital twin as a digital counterpart of a physical object, which
accurately mirrors the current state of its corresponding physical twin



To construct the Digital Twin in collaboration with the pilot partners



To deploy and continuously update the Digital Twin in order to provide realistic and
up-to-date support for the simulation scenarios

ACTIVITIES

Task 6.1 Design of Collaborative Digital Twins for Verifiable and Integrative
AI led by VTT
Digital twin is a digital counterpart representation of a physical object, which accurately
mirrors the current state of its corresponding physical twin. The knowlEdge digital twin is
an application, which can be used directly by operations to interact with the platform that
constitutes the overall knowlEdge solution. The digital twin simulates the behaviour of the
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manufacturing processes based on simulators and AI algorithms and will provide results in
2D and 3D dashboards.
The task is ongoing and has not produced any deliverables yet, but has contributed to the
overall architecture of the knowlEdge platform (figure 7).

Task 6.2 Development of Integrated Digital Twin Framework led by ICE
The task is officially starting on M10 and involves the development of the integrated
framework for the digital twin.

Task 6.3 Communication and Security Framework led by Fraunhofer-FIT
Whether models or data are located in cloud servers or stored locally at factory premises,
they are highly sensitive. Therefore, the knowlEdge system, its integrity and the
confidentiality of data, users must be authenticated. The task ensures that all components
share the same access policy and provides a single mechanism for users to interact with
knowlEdge. It includes the development of a threat model, the consideration of a variety of
communication patterns and the study of auxiliary systems and middleware.
The task is ongoing and has not produced any deliverables yet, but has contributed to the
overall architecture of the knowlEdge platform.
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Figure 7: Digital Twin Architecture

Task 6.4 Provisioning and Deployment Management led by Fraunhofer-FIT
The task focuses on the incorporation of edge devices to effectively make use of the whole
of the computing continuum. It includes studying the provisioning requirements and
developing recommendations for suitable solutions remote software deployment. Special
attention is given to communication security, access control, software integrity and
application footprints on resource-constrained edge devices.
The task is ongoing and has not produced any deliverables yet, but has contributed to the
overall architecture of the knowlEdge platform.

Task 6.5 System Integration led by Nextworks
The task works on integrating the different services and components developed in the
technical work packages, based on the architecture as defined WP2. While the task
focuses on integrating the results in a coherent knowlEdge solution, it also supports
addressing the implementation planning for the pilots in WP8. Practically, the task
develops guidelines and a collaborative workflow for the integration process. Also, tools to
facilitate the process will be introduced and setup, using a preliminary testbed
infrastructure.
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The task is ongoing and has not produced any deliverables yet, but has contributed to the
overall architecture of the knowlEdge platform.

1.4.7 WP 7: A 2-Axis DSF (Decision Support Framework) for improved
process & product quality
This work package started in month 5 and it is ongoing. It is led by CERTH.
OBJECTIVES
The main objective of this WP is to provide an innovative decision support system for the
improvement of the quality of the involved processes and products. The resulting work will
address the following objectives:



Create tools to analyse domain knowledge



Develop a two-pillar decision support system ready to support all the necessary
activities so as to achieve high standards in quality of involved processes and
products



Provide an innovative decision-making interface with dynamic and interactive
dashboards as part of the DSS



Provide innovative and state-of-the-art visualizations tailored to the needs of the
end-users

ACTIVITIES

Task 7.1 Human-AI Collaboration and Domain Knowledge Fusion led by
Fraunhofer-FIT
The task creates a set of tools to obtain, refine and visualize domain knowledge from
experts. This includes attaching semantics to analyses and knowledge in the form of a
description of specific processes. Tools will also find patterns from data/knowledge put in
by users so as to gain a higher understanding of the processes involved, which is
especially useful for users with little or no machine learning background.
The task is ongoing and has not produced any deliverables yet, but has contributed to the
overall architecture of the knowlEdge platform (figure 8).
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Figure 8: Human-AI Collaboration and Domain Knowledge Fusion model

Task 7.2 Decision Support System led by CERTH
The task develops a data-driven and model-driven decision support system, based on time
series analysis and statistical model interpretation. In manufacturing environments, this
system can handle process and product quality and machine condition monitoring and
recognize accumulated effects from an entire manufacturing chain, and correspondingly
raise alerts.
The system architecture builds on self-learning and is adaptable to various environments,
incorporating knowledge on production systems, suitability and adjustment of available
infrastructures and process and product quality specifications. Built in AI mechanisms
ensure this learning and the interpretability of results and thereby link it to the general
approach in human-AI collaboration and knowledge fusion.
The task is ongoing and has not produced any deliverables yet, but has contributed to the
overall architecture of the knowlEdge platform.

Task 7.3 Enhanced Decision Making Interface at the Shop-floor led by
CERTH
The task develops a decision-making interface in form of a business intelligence tool for
exploring and analysing data. New technology enables the automation of reporting to
provide the foundation for optimisation, based on different methods of data extraction and
analysis, such as real-time or correlations of real-time and historical data. As a result, the
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interface improves responsiveness and allows sharing of advanced analyses with a variety
of stakeholders.
The task is ongoing and has not produced any deliverables yet, but has contributed to the
overall architecture of the knowlEdge platform.

1.4.8 WP 8: Applications of the AI Services on the Shop-Floor
This work package has officially not started yet.

1.4.9 WP 9: Dissemination and Exploitation
This work package started at month 1 and it is ongoing. It is led by Kautex-Textron.
OBJECTIVES
The main objectives of this WP are to:
 Define, agree and execute a comprehensive dissemination strategy and plan with
measurable goals.
 Coordinate the dissemination activities so that the knowledge created in the project
and its results are properly disseminated to the appropriate target audiences,
periodically reporting on dissemination goals and outcomes.
 Publish project results in dedicated high impact journals, provided that all measures
to protect the intellectual property are taken.
 Develop sustainable business models for the successful deployment of projects
solutions
 Provide an exploitation plan to support the commercialisation and sustainability of
the project's results
ACTIVITIES

Task 9.1 Dissemination roadmap & Activities led by WWU
The task defines the project’s dissemination strategy, sets up an effective communication
plan and executes the plan on behalf of the consortium. The communication plan provides
an overview of the projects’ dissemination roadmap including the strategy and planning of
dissemination and communication activities. While the plan is drafted at the beginning of
the project, it is subject to updates and changes where appropriate. As the task continues
throughout the project duration, the document will be updated where appropriate.
In addition, the task also set up the project’s website. The website www.knowledgeproject.eu is public since M4, with a fully-fledged version coming online in M9. The website
is naturally updated regularly with news concerning the project and it is also clear that new
functionality can be implemented in the course of the project, should the need arise.
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Figure 9: knowlEdge project website

Task 9.2 Business model development led by VTT
The task develops business models for AI technologies in collaboration with the industrial
partners. This involves understanding the business requirements that come with the
application of AI and the associated organizational challenges. As an outcome, companies
will be successfully developing, integrating and exploiting AI and be able to discover and
deploy new business models.
The task started officially in M7 and early work focused on preparation work, developing a
methodology for business development and discussion with the industry partners.

Task 9.3 Exploitation strategy and IPR management led by ICE
The task defines knowlEdge post-project exploitation efforts to support commercialization
and sustainability aspects. The goal is to ensure that ideas, concepts and/or insights are
captured and examined in terms of exploitation potential. The exploitation strategy has
been produced in M6, with an update coming at the end of the project.

Task 9.4 Contribution to standardization activities led by Kautex-Textron
The task facilitates the acceptance and utilization by the market of the developed
solutions. Other objectives include providing standardisation information for other WPs,
ensure compatibility and interoperability with what already exists in the market through
standards, as well as to use the standardization system as a tool for dissemination of the
project results and interaction with the market stakeholders.
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The initial meeting held in M4 invited all participating researchers and discussed the focus
areas of the activities. A steering group was formed for future consultation, consisting of
representatives of all beneficiaries.
Task 9.5 Training, Workshops, and Seminars led by Kautex-Textron
The task responds to the demand in requiring expertise and skills in dealing with the
knowlEdge technologies. Along with the developers, the process and manufacturing
experts, multiple workshops are organised with factory representatives. This broadens and
deepens understanding of the technology application in the specific use cases. The task
provides all necessary tools and knowledge to manage the knowledge technologies in a
fruitful way and tackle specific problems within the factories.
Task 9.6 Collaboration with other ICT-38-2020 project led by VTT
The task concerns liaison activities with other projects and similar collaborations, which
offer synergy opportunities on the basis of knowledge exchange. This task was only
included later at the request of the European Commission’s policy officer. At the absence
of any separate funding for this task, VTT is leading it, supported by all other beneficiaries
as demanded, especially WWU (general dissemination issues) and Kautex-Textron
(standardization issues).
The collaboration concerns activities with projects of the same ICT-38-2020 call, which
have also received positive funding decisions. Therefore, to exploit synergies with this
group of projects, an AI-MAN cluster has been formed beginning in March 2021, consisting
of all ICT-38-2020 projects, which received funding in the respective call.
The main goal of the cluster is to cooperate in a number of areas that have overlapping
interests, such as Explainable AI in Manufacturing, Human-Robot Collaboration, Use
Cases of AI in Manufacturing, Human Factors & AI in Manufacturing, Training of Human
Workers on AI & Operator 4.0 Training and Ethical & Legal Aspects of AI in
Manufacturing/Industry.
In terms of dissemination and communication of work and results, the cluster aims to
connect all projects and ensure that information of common interest flows seamlessly
across people in charge of communication/dissemination in the various projects. A website
and shared space is also to be established for the cluster. Finally, the AI-MAN cluster has
plans for joint dissemination events, such as conferences or joint sessions/tracks, plans a
series of bi-monthly joint thematic workshops, which are to be made publicly accessible
and aims to produce joint publications, such as 1 - 2 white papers and a joint open access
book by the end of 2022/23.

1.5

Impacts

The expected impacts described in section 2.1 of the DoA are confirmed.
The work undertaken in the period has already contributed to the following impacts:
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Impact described in section 2.1.1

Contribution from work undertaken

Products and services usable in a wide range
of manufacturing processes leading to agile
production processes and improved quality of
products and processes

The project uses a variety of pilot cases
across different industries. The variations in
scenarios in the user needs and
requirements analysis reflect the wide range
of manufacturing processes.
The platform’s open architecture and the
possibility to trade knowlEdge solutions
through marketplace increase agile
production processes across industry
sectors.
Humans working together with Artificial
The platform architecture has been
Intelligence systems in optimal
developed in such a way so that humans can
complementarity
work in optimal complementarity with AI, in
particular knowledge fusion routines and
decision support. In addition, the
development of new business models and
educational events support the adoption of
AI and adaptation to changing organizational
structures.
Table 6: Work in relation to call impacts

Impact described in section 2.1.2 (Improving innovation capacity and the integration
of new knowledge)
Increasing partners’ absorptive capacity
It is part of the current work effort to create new technological knowledge on AI and data
mining & management technologies and tools, (semi) automatic knowlEdge discovery for
AI model generation, to support agile processes in manufacturing and process industries.
All of this constitutes a major effort in increasing the users, especially industrial partners,
capacity to absorb new knowledge.
At present, the structure of the knowlEdge project allows for cross-disciplinary and mixed
teamwork. This allows the partners of the project to easier assimilate the expertise and
skills gained while working on the knowlEdge solutions and transform it into exploitable
results.
Improving partner’s market knowledge
The involvement of all partners in the knowlEdge project provides up-to-date marketrelated knowledge. In particular, T2.3 with its deliverable D2.3 presents an overview of the
landscape of AI applied to industry and manufacturing, including a harmonised view of the
most common applications of AI in the manufacturing industry, the different techniques
used, the main barriers to AI adoption, the stakes of the different European governments
regarding the digitisation of manufacturing industry and the different ethical aspects to be
considered in order to implement reliable AI. In turn, the study also reports on the different
activities carried out within AI4EU with respect to manufacturing that the knowlEdge
project and its consortium members can benefit from, potential avenues of collaboration
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and related projects that will contribute to the implementation of AI in the manufacturing
sector.
In the future, in-depth user and market insights will furthermore be obtained throughout the
knowlEdge evaluation and major dissemination events (T8.5 & WP9) and exploitation
strategy and business planning (T9.2 & T9.3).
Enhancing exploitation potential

The project has focused on several areas so far in order to enhance the exploitation
potential for the knowlEdge project results and which have been delivered in D9.1 and
D9.5.
Areas, thus, include IPR management in a way that will encourage openness among
partners, securing access to their background and maximising the potential for future
exploitation of the project results. They also include the improvement of networking. The
dissemination plan ensures activities at different levels, such as research, business, and
individual and technology user level. Focus has, furthermore, been on value roadmaps
through identification of value streams. This means that exploitation opportunities will be
identified within knowlEdge in order to promote market development of AI technologies for
manufacturing and process industries. It also enables novel service creation that will be
used by operators, employees and service providers, as well as the entire value chain.
A further focus lies on the creation of an initial ecosystem for exploitation based on the
consortium. It is the concern of the business model development efforts. Emphasis is put,
for example, on helping to increase AI usage in manufacturing, to prove the advantages
and to introduce new market perspectives. The efforts will also focus on increasing
revenues, customer engagement, increased market share and good reputation.
Impact described in section 2.1.3 (Contribution to any other environmental and
societal impacts)
Market share, positioning & opportunities
The knowlEdge project is committed to produce demand-driven AI solutions for manufacturing
and process industries to be exploited shortly after the end-of-the-project. All knowlEdge
partners must have the opportunity to exploit the project’s results in a rapidly growing market
individually and also jointly under a common business/ exploitation plan. Similarly, all industrial
partners are expected to extend their market growth after the completion of knowlEdge, during
which they will have the opportunity to test and validate the created solutions. While the impact
remains valid, there are at this point no demonstrated impacts of this kind.

Increased trust of system operators
The knowlEdge project remains committed to increase trust of users towards the solutions
produced and to AI in general. Thus, the project continues to provide tested, validated and
standardized products, which are GDPR compliant, transparent and accountable.
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Impact on knowlEdge partners
The knowlEdge project remains committed to produce positive impact on the partners.
This focuses especially, for example, on making humans more creative and productive,
improve products and processes, and make plant operations and value chains more
efficient and resilient.
While the impact remains valid, there are at this point no demonstrated impacts of this
kind.
Economic impact
Beyond the immediate impacts in terms of market share, market knowledge, exploitation
opportunities or absorptive capacity, there are also more abstract economic impacts.
Clearly, it remains a valid impact that the knowlEdge project will help EU manufacturing
companies to boost their competitiveness against non-EU based competitors by
introducing reference architecture and AI technologies.
Contribution of novel knowledge from experimenting with new AI models, methods
and tools, and their intelligent synthesis with other technologies, in the field of
manufacturing and process industries
This is likewise an impact, which remains valid. The knowlEdge project works not only on
novel or under-researched technologies, such as generative AI models, unsupervised data
mining tools, and in particular the human-AI collaboration solutions, the project also
produced empirical insights with multi-disciplinary research on the application of AI in
manufacturing and process industries.
Environmental impacts
Both architecture and pilots provide examples of the knowlEdge solutions reducing
environmental impacts. This ranges from efficient data management, computation etc. to
manufacturing impacts, such as increased process efficiency, less waste, quality increases
and zero-defect manufacturing. Impacts of this kind are enhanced and multiplied when
knowlEdge solutions are adopted across industries.
Impact on employment
The positive impact on the overall economy, the market share of AI users and the
utilisation potential of knowlEdge participants is also accompanied by the creation of new
jobs. The impact, thus, remains valid and the project is expected to create a certain
number of positions during the project duration. In addition, the project envisages the
creation of jobs from the commercialisation phase on. While it is an estimation, the
projected developments in the DoA remain the goal. It is also clear that employment
creation has a growing potential when knowledge solutions are adopted more widely.
Contribution to standards
Standardisation is a vital cornerstone for the digitalisation of the industry sector. As such,
efforts to standardise are integrated in the knowlEdge project. For example, T9.4 has
begun to explore how the project contributes to standardisation and will continue to do so,
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including through the use of a reference model, the screening of international standards
and other research projects.
The project also participates in discussions within the ICT-38 cluster that also focuses on
standardisation and enables the exchange of experiences in the respective project
contexts.
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2 Update of the plan for exploitation and dissemination of
results
The project counts amongst its deliverables exploitation and dissemination plans which
were issued in June 2021- deliverables D9.1 and D9.5 - scientific dissemination,
exploitation and industrial development plan - and will be updated with reports on
dissemination activities, exploitation planning and similar deliverables such as business
model development (D9.3, D94, D9.9, D9.10, D9.11 - between M16 and M36)
The plan also includes actions linked to aspects of communication, such as the project
website and social media accounts (D9.2, D9.8).
As mentioned earlier, the project also aims to foster knowledge exchange with other related
research projects in order to exploit synergies in various topics of interest. This particularly
includes different active EU projects within the ICT-38-2020 research programme of the
European Commission. The AI-MAN cluster, which has been formed for this reason,
cooperates in a number of areas that have overlapping interest and has plans for joint
dissemination events.
Examples of forthcoming dissemination efforts are the following planned presentations
 AI-MAN (ICT-38) Projects Cluster Workshops Series (“Explainable Artificial Intelligence
in Manufacturing”), Monday, October 11th 2021, under the title “AI-powered
manufacturing services, processes, and products in the knowlEdge project”.
 “AI-driven manufacturing processes in the knowlEdge project: relations to supply
chains”, Artificial Intelligence for Logistics Group meeting, Tuesday, October 26 th
2021, of the Alliance for Logistics Innovation through Collaboration in Europe
(ALICE)

We are also interested in efforts that help to place the project in a wider context. This is
particularly relevant because part of the project's aims is to contribute to creating societal
impacts and wider awareness.
Examples here include the following presentations given
 “The AI challenge in cognitive production systems”, The Annual Sociological
Conference of the Westermarck Society 2021, 11 – 12 March 2021, Session “Cognitive
Sociology”, University of Helsinki
 “Agile-cognitive production systems: social impacts and modifications”, IV ISA Forum of
Sociology, 23 – 27 February 2021, Session “Facts and Data of the 21st Century: A
Sociocybernetics Approach", Porto Alegre, Brazil
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3 Update of the data management plan
The data management as described in the DoA was explored in a specific deliverable D1.2 Data Management Plan (M6).
The knowlEdge project participates in the Open Research Data Pilot in Horizon 2020 and,
therefore, the Data Management Plan addresses the relevant aspects of making data
findable, accessible, interoperable and reusable (FAIR), including what data the project will
generate, whether and how it will be made accessible for verification and re-use, and how
it will be curated and preserved. Considering that some personal or confidential data are to
be collected, the plan also details the principles to be adopted for ensuring their protection.
The Data Management Plan is considered a living document in the sense that new
findings with impact on data management can be incorporated into the plan at a later
stage. This may include important changes to the project due to the inclusion of new data
sets, changes in consortium policies or external factors, such as legislation. Thus, we can
expect that the plan is to be updated during the duration of the knowlEdge project, even
though there is no scheduled update within the range of deliverables.
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4 Follow-up of recommendations and comments from
previous review(s)
Not applicable
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5 Deviations from Annex 1 and Annex 2
No major deviations from Annex 1 and 2 are reported. The minor variations that occurred,
which did not influence the delivery of the results expected for the period, are described
below.

5.1

Tasks

The tasks planned for the period were all fully implemented, and the objectives were met.
No major deviations are reported but only some delays in the submission of the
deliverables.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic and therefore travelling restrictions as well as work
restrictions at the pilot partners’ factories and plants, the initial methodology had to be
adapted. For example, for D2.1 (User need specification and scenario definition [Initial])
detailed information about the work situation of the user groups was collected using
individual user interviews. These circumstances enlarged the process and required more
time. This change of procedure also extended the initial time schedule as surveys had to
be set up, performed, evaluated and revised with the pilot partners’ users individually.
Moreover, the industrial partners’ internal workload slowed the availability for mentioned
meetings.
Likewise, D2.2 (Evolutionary Requirement Engineering and Innovations [Initial]) built on
D2.1’s research in user needs. The user requirements provide the main input from pilots in
functionalities, which the knowlEdge platform must satisfy.
The submission of D2.4 (Vision, Specifications and System Architecture [Initial]) has been
delayed due to a management decision to synchronize it with the associated task.
According to the DoA, the task 2.4 finishes in M9. However, the original submission date
for D2.4 is M6, which means that the task continues to run for another three months after
the completion of the deliverable. We plan to do the same - i.e. shifting the submission date for the updated and final versions of the deliverable document when the second and third
phases of work package 2 are to be completed. If required we will undertake an
amendment in the future to formalize the shift in the submission date.
The delays in the submission of the deliverables have not influenced the achievement of
the results of the related tasks nor the internal dissemination, hence the results of
interdependent tasks were achieved despite the delayed submission. At this point, the
initial definition of the architecture for the knowlEdge platform is completed, upon which
the technology development can begin.

5.2

Use of resources

The overall use of resources has been reported internally for the period for M1-M6. The
report has been checked and approved in a Management Team meeting in September
2021. No actual financial statements have been uploaded or made part of this report. The
regular financial report is due at the end of the first reporting period at M18.
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From a financial point of view, the project is very well on track. No major deviations are
reported except for some use of resources granted to a Linked-Third-Party, which were used
in work efforts different than envisaged in the DoA. This is because the personnel formally
employed by the LTP is also working on tasks that are designated as work of the main
beneficiary. A deviation of this kind is possible because the DoA cannot account for just any
situation or development, which can occur in the course of the project. The deviation, in this
case, will be ordinarily reported in the next financial report at M18.

In addition, one beneficiary uses external personnel resources and has therefore not
reported any work yet for the mentioned period. The coordinator has advised them to
contact their respective national contact point (NCP). As soon as it is clarified how to use
their external resources with respect to the DoA work plan, their costs will be reported.
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6 Gender
The table shows the gender of researchers and other workforce involved in the project.
Beneficiaries

VTT
Fraunhofer-FIT
CERTH
Nextworks
UPC
BSC
ICE
WWU
LINKS
Parmalat
Kautex-Textron
Bonfiglioli

Number
Women
researchers
1
2
0
0
1
2
2
0
5
0
0
0

Number Men
researchers

Number Women
in the workforce
other than
researchers
5
1
5
4
7
0
0
1
2
1
3
0
5
1
2
0
7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Table 7: Gender balance

Number Men in
the workforce
other than
researchers
1
0
0
6
0
1
2
0
0
5
3
1

Researchers are generally defined as professionals engaged in the conception or
creation of new knowledge. They conduct research and improve or develop concepts,
theories, models, techniques instrumentation, software or operational methods. The
number of researchers includes all levels, including postdocs and PhD students.
The knowlEdge project does not have a gender dimension in its research content. The gender

dimension in research content means that biological characteristics and the social and
cultural features of women and men are taken into account in the content of the
research itself.
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Annex A: History
Document History
Versions

Contributions












0.1 Initial version of the document
0.2 Added work package details and task sections
0.3 Added sections on deviations
0.4 VTT internal review
0.5 ICE review
1.0 Final version of the document
1.1 Added gender dimension information
Stefan Walter (VTT), Entire document
Victor Anaya (ICE), Review, amendments
Göran Granholm (VTT) Review
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